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From Our President:

We are just about half way through this summer season and it has
been a delight to be able to spend more time at home and in the garden. On
the other hand, as we are all experiencing in our own ways, we have not been
able to enjoy the summer days in ways that we once have. Some have found
new opportunities to enhance their succulent experience while others continue
to help spread the joy of gardening with succulents through plant sales.
Indeed, the craze with succulents and drought tolerant plants remains high and
appears to permeate through all facets of everyone’s daily life. Take notice
when (or if) you drive around anywhere. More and more homes, gardens, and
outdoor venues have incorporated some form of succulent motif into their
design or décor. What better way to expand your succulent creativity then to
experiment with some new plants.
If you have already or are still deciding whether join in one of CSSA’s
biweekly webinars through zoom online, you should give it a try. Many of the
speakers are renowned plant experts in the cactus and succulent community
that you may already know. If it were not for this new presentation format, we
probably would not have the opportunity to experience their talk. To give you an
idea of some of the dynamic topics and speakers scheduled for the next few
month, here’s some preview. Peter Breslin is the first speaker for this month
and he will be followed by Stephen McCabe on August 22nd. September 5 th will
feature our local Tom Glavich and then on the 19th, live from half a world away
way down south, we welcome Buck Hemenway as the speaker on zoom
webinar. Visit the CSSA website for information on each program
What else can I say that you don’t already know? We all miss the
meetings and show and sales so stay calm, stay busy, stay healthy, stay indoor
(from the heat), stay with us. Be vigilant and sane. We’ll ride out this wave
together safely and happily. - Phuc
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North American
Columnars
The most iconic of all cacti are the
columnar plants that inhabit the arid regions
of sub-tropical North America. From the
giants such as Saguaro (Carnegia gigantea)
and Cardon (Pachycereus pringlei), to the
smaller genera such as Bergerocacus,
Stenocereus, all of them exhibit the same
general growth form. Some, don’t have the
strength to grow upright such as the Creeping
Devil (Stenocereus eruca), but a casual
examination of the plant will show that they all
look very similar as far as growth habit.
The two most common plants in the
Sonoran Desert which takes up most of
Arizona and the Northern Baja California
peninsula are Saguaro and Cardon. They are
the giants of the North American deserts,
growing to well over 60 feet tall and with many
stems until they are monster plants weighing
in the several tons.
There are species of Bergerocactus
and Stenocereus that grow on hillsides
overlooking the Pacific ocean in San Diego
County and Western Baja and others that
grow in central Baja where measurable
rainfall is very light and summertime high
temperatures can be extreme.
In general, we find North American
columnars very easy to grow in our inland
valleys. Most will stand freezes to the midtwenties and are happiest when our
temperatures are at their highest in the
summer. The key to success is drainage and
not overwatering. Some of them come from
regions that have summer or winter rainfall
exclusively. Some care should be taken to not
overwater a Saguaro in the winter for
example. Others, such as Cardon experience
summer and winter rainfall in habitat and are
well adapted to life in an Inland Empire
garden that gets water years around.
They all tend to have large, showy
flowers, mainly white and occurring in late
spring throughout the summer.
There is no better example of a
cactus in a garden than a columnar plant
from our own part of the world.

Pachycereus pringlei
(Cardon)

Carnegia gigantea
(Saguaro)

Stenocereus
stallatus

Lithops
Buck Hemenway
“Living Stones” are among nature’s most
interesting “mimicry” living things. Their survival
depends on them looking like just another rock, so
the grazing herds won’t see them and eat them.
They survive in some of the harshest arid
conditions on earth. The main populations of
Lithops occur in northwestern South Africa and
southwestern Namibia in an area known as
Namaqualand.
It is amazing to see them growing in
quartzitic fields, no protection from other larger
plants and getting rain for a 6 to 10 week period
annually, if at all. Some populations are irrigated
by fogs only.
The genus Lithops is part of the Aizoaceae
family of plants, which include all of the ice plants.
They are among the most difficult of genera
for us to keep alive in our collections. It seems like
one watering at the wrong time will kill them
outright. All of us have gone out to look at our
collections and found rotting Lithops and sworn
“NEVER AGAIN”, only to see one at the next sale
and scoop it up.
Here are a few tips on keeping Lithops
alive. Knowing a little about what is happening
with them is helpful. Most of them flower in the
fall. That means anytime from September to
January in our climate. After they flower, they
enter a dormant period. Dormant in this case
means that they quit taking moisture from the soil.
During this dormant period their systems are
designed to grow new leaves, using the nutrients
and liquid stored in the exiting leaves. They don’t
need us then.
When the old leaves are completely
shriveled up to brown husks, sometime in April or
so, that’s when they get thirsty. They will take
water until they flower again, unless, it gets really
hot. When our daytime temperatures reach over
95 deg for an extended period, they go dormant
again.
Watering Lithops during either dormant
period is very risky and will cause them to rot and
die.
They have beautiful daisy-like flowers
which are either white or yellow. There are more
or less 40 species with a large number of
subspecies recognized by various groups.

Lithops karasmontana (new leaves emerging)

Lithops herrei

Lithops in bloom, courtesy of PlantzAfrica.com
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